Comments from Students Who Have Taken ELTU2407
English Through Creative Writing

“The techniques of creative writing like using imagery and different points of view facilitate me in composing something that is utterly disparate from what I did in the past. This is immensely beneficial in my future learning journey as well, insomuch as I attempt to challenge myself.” – N (BA in Linguistics)

“In my major study, everything is purposive. Thanks to this course, I get to retrieve my interest in words, making me understand that they mean much more than facts and arguments, but they can be used to tell the stories of every individual, to explore the thoughts deep inside our sleeping imaginations.” – S (BSc. In Food and Nutritional Sciences)

“Poetry turned out to be extremely enjoyable. I loved analyzing the texts in class and attempting poetry myself.” – G (BBA- Integrated BBA Program)

“Prior to taking this course, what I had written most are academic writings in the public exams and some undergraduate courses. The value of creative writing is to let the writers, using their creativity, to say and express something they dare not say in the real world.” – W (BBA in Professional Accountancy)